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About This Game

BattleCore Arena

Midway between a shooting game and a game of skill, BattleCore Arena is a multiplayer game in which you control a Core you
will have to maneuver to eject your opponents from the platform in order to win.

We wanted a fast and dynamic game, so we got rid of everything unnecessary. This will allow you to focus on piloting your Core
to be mobile and reactive, so that at every moment you will be able to flee or run after your opponents. You will also have to be

careful of your shooting accuracy to eject and destroy your enemies.

Moreover, thanks to our customization options, you will be able to control a teapot or a light bulb, as well as a skull or a pig.
Your Core’s armor and its lights are also customizable.

A game of BattleCore Arena is played according to the "3v3 Backup" rules.
As its name implies, two teams of three players compete against each other. Each team has 10 backup points, and when a player

is ejected from the arena, he reappears consuming one backup point.
Once a team drops to 0 backup point, its players cannot reappear, reducing the number of players at the end of the game, for a

final rise in tension.
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Title: BattleCore Arena
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Cosmic Ray Studio
Publisher:
Cosmic Ray Studio
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French
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oh came here cos the game looked good

and \
i already own it .. oh ..

heads back too play some for a bit
. A unique platformer with colorful graphics, also it has a workshop.. I have loved this game since Floyd hit Eastern North
Carolina (I know, odd relation but thats when I was introduced to it). I've been waiting and hoping they would release it for ps4
or at least make it compatible. But VOILA! Steam got it first and I couldn't be happier. Crystal Method will have you rocking
out and the psychadelic tunnels will have you completely zoned into the game. Absolutely recommend!!. Does not work with
Oclulus Touch and is farily boring.. bought it durring the sale and its a pretty terrible game not even worth 1 dollar. but if you
want to buy someone a game and have them commit suicide it makes a perfect gift.
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This is one simple, fast and fun roguelike. It doesn't take a wiki to learn but has plenty of depth in decision and strategy. Like
most roguelikes luck plays a significant part but the game does a good job of giving you options.. Outdated graphics but, pretty
nostalgic.. Great game , eager to play the next one Zombie exodus safehaven.. In the beginning was the Metal, and the Metal was
♥♥♥♥, and those who followed the way of the Metal strived for all their lives to be METAL AS ♥♥♥♥!

Another great RPG by Crankage games. Metal as ♥♥♥♥ takes a not-so-serious look into Metal culture, and builds a hilariously
entertaining lore around it. Like all Crankage games, the interface is easy to learn, however the creatures in MaP present an
enjoyable and challenging level of difficulty which keeps the player engaged for the long haul. The awesome music only serves
to heighten the overall feel of the game, thoroughly enveloping you in an atmosphere of swords, magic, weed, and adventure. So
if you're an old metal head stoner from the 80's, or just someone who enjoys a good laugh while having a lot of fun, cancel your
Saturday night D&D game and get yourself a copy of Metal as ♥♥♥♥, the game so Metal it almost brought Dio back from the
grave.. Happy Room is the best ‘torture simulator’ I have played in a while. This game is incredible and I love it very much so
far. I think the only thing i want right now is for sandbox to be unlockable from the start as right now, it feels repetitive just to
get access to sandbox. It has a very nice gameplay but has been brought down by the repetitive gameplay. I am hoping this will
be improved and the community will grow. Want to find out what I think of this game?

Audio - The audio is pretty funny to be honest. It sounds nice and joyful although you are torturing someone to death. To me,
that sounds nice :). This game is good but no better than another games under 25.00e > I don't recommend this game because i
have only 40fps :(. Thy Sword is a true love letter to old school games. It finds this perfect spot between arcade style and RPG
style. Gameplay is tense, there is good feedback, the graphics are gorgeous (a least for retro lovers) and the music is a perfect
fit.

Combat is twitchy and arcade oriented. Every enemy has it's own attack/defense pattern that must be mastered in order to excel
at the game. The bosses are well designed and quite central to the game. Between each level the village area allows to buy
potions and/or new equipmements. Also it's possible to play 21 horsemen, a gambling game inspired by blackjack. A nice way
to make quick money... or loose everything.

The default game mode is inspired by arcade game, you basically have 3 credits to win the game, after that you have to start
over. But there are also an easy mode (unlimited credit) and an hardcore mode (1 credit I guess). There are two playable classes:
one melee oriented and one ranged oriented. One of my only complaint about the game is that we cannot choose a magic user
and the two existing classes are quite similar.

So far I'm half way through the game (at least through the map). From what I have seen so far I can only recommend the game
for anyone loving good old arcade with light RPG elements that takes true mastery to finish.. -Video Review-
https://youtu.be/Wi2AM6l2lFw

If you want a written version of the review, I am providing a "normal" written review which will contain more of a standard
review review, they will not be exact copies, I'll move more of my humor into my video review, so please do check it out if you
have the time! If not, read on!

-Quick Review-
Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition is a Romen City Builder Simulation game developed by Haemimont Games and released
Oct 30, 2008. Haemimont Games published another similar game people are probably more familiar with: "Tropico 4".

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: The setting for the whole game is that you're the governor of a Roman city/Provence. It's up to you to provide/grow
food, distribute that food, manage housing and logistics of laborer's (That's my fancy way of saying "slaves"... It's ancient Rome,
calm down), and generally provide for your people's needs. Have you ever played the sim's? Imagine having a bunch of them,
but they all collectively want close to the same thing at the same time... That being sausages or bread.

Gameplay: The controls of the game are almost identical to Tropico 4, so when I started playing the game I was able to get the
hang of the wonky camera controls relatively quickly. middle mouse wheel to scroll in and out, arrow keys to speed your camera
around. I'll warn you right now, generally learning the basic game camera movement functions is a learning curve, which will be
a thorn in many people's sides.
You also can adjust the direction your buildings are being placed with the scroll wheel, I believe you can adjust the game
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camera rotation by holding down your middle mouse button. (always a favorite control for 3d graphic designers) There are
alternative controls so you can use your keyboard and mouse differently then me, but I'm just letting you know what worked for
me.

Tropico has three types of game modes plus a set of tutorials, the types of game modes are: Tutorials, Campaigns, Scenarios,
and the Rome Scenario. I would say "Each game mode is different", but the whole thing feels about the game regardless of
game mode, the differences are settings, goals, and challenges. In one you might need to trade goods to get your objective, in
another you might need to kick the barbarians out of your neck of the woods.
Regardless, I highly suggest starting with the tutorial so you can learn the basics of city management and how to build stuff. The
tutorial is very detailed and should help most people get into the game.

But the fun doesn't stop there, once I was finished with the tutorial I jumped in to play the campaign, there are several different
campaigns. You can play; History of the roman Empire, Conquest of Britannia, Wilds of Germania, Colonation of Africa,
Caesar's Civil War. Each campaign has about 4 levels, except for the history of the roman empire which has about 18 levels.

There isn't much else to say about the game, Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition will satisfy a very specific type of gamer, and
will provide a lot of levels for that type of gamer. If you like this type of game, I highly suggest checking out the Tropico
Franchise when you're finished.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=759428051

Conclusion: I feel like I haven't said much about a very VERY big game, but unless you want me to reinvent the wheel and give
you the tutorial all over again, that's about all there is to be said about Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition. The camera controls
take some time getting used too, your people are always demanding something from you, so from the spacing between buildings,
building roads, food, to production... it's all city management simulator based in ancient Rome.

There's actually a downloadable demo on the steam store front, so you can check it out for yourself before you purchase the
game! *mumbles* I haven't played the demo for myself so it might be crap, or have like half a level, but you can at least
formulate your own opinion on the game prior to purchase.

------Edits and updates------
Hey there, Thanks for reading my review! I've been writing reviews for several years now, and will have been making video
reviews for a month now, and I've decided I'll start adding a call to action plug on the bottom of my written reviews! It means a
lot to me that people are enjoying my content, if you want more please do check out my channel and social mediaz.
As always, my name is Atratzu, and I approve this review.

YouTube, Steam Curator , Twitter,.
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